VegBank - Bug #821
Notes: add new note form, link from views of things to note
11/13/2002 01:56 PM - Michael Lee

Status:

New

Start date:

11/13/2002

Priority:

Low

Due date:

Assignee:

Michael Lee

% Done:

0%

Category:

annotate

Estimated time:

0.00 hour

Target version:

2.0.0

Spent time:

0.00 hour

Bugzilla-Id:

821

Description
JH
Related issues:
Is duplicate of VegBank - Bug #1953: notes: link to view/add note in views

Resolved

02/09/2005

Blocks VegBank - Bug #822: Annotation: view current notes on data + create notes

Resolved

11/13/2002

History
#1 - 01/09/2003 09:46 AM - John Harris
Bugs the require new feature to allow vb users to add information to the plots
database directly -- ie, not via adding a plot.
#2 - 01/14/2003 01:29 PM - Michael Lee
lower priority meta data that still needs connecting, but less urgently than the
other methods with 1.0.0beta2 or 1.0.0.
#3 - 11/11/2003 02:06 PM - Michael Lee
Need a form to add notes to data. Should be linked from views of other data,
such as plot-view, so that user can request a view that allows adding notes:
plot_ID: 445
topoPos : flat ravince [add note]
landform: hilly [add note]
...
only certified users can add notes.
#4 - 11/22/2003 12:17 AM - Michael Lee
need this for rectification
#5 - 04/06/2006 06:08 PM - Michael Lee
Need 4 things:
1) links or a method of adding a note from most anyplace in data views
2) a method to fill out a form to add a note
3) a method to alert user that there are notes on this plot (there is a denorm boolean field for this)
4) a method to display notes for a plot
#6 - 04/06/2006 07:31 PM - Michael Lee
Bug 1953 has been marked as a duplicate of this bug. ***
#7 - 04/06/2006 07:31 PM - Michael Lee
Allow certified users to add notes. Allow notes to be publicly viewable.
Supported tables:
*observation
*plot
*project
*commClass
*taxonInterpretation
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#8 - 08/24/2006 11:59 AM - Chad Berkley
changing the milestone
#9 - 09/01/2006 12:07 AM - Michael Lee
oops, changed the milestone on the wrong bug
#10 - 03/27/2013 02:15 PM - Redmine Admin
Original Bugzilla ID was 821
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